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In the process of solving certain problems of the theory of elastlclty(hydro- 
mechanics, electrostatics, etc.), when the boundary conditions of the prob- 
lem on a part of a boundary surface are given in one form while on the 
remaining part of this surface they are given in some other form, it 1s 
frequently advantageous to reduce the solution of the problem to the deter- 
mlnation of an unknown function by means of dual integral equations. SUCh 
integral equations have been considered only for particular cases. For exam- 
ple, dual integral equations containing Bessel functions or trlgonometeric 
functions were considered in the works of King [l), Busbridge f2], Noble [3 
and 4] and others. Solutions of some such equations are also given In the 
works of Titchmarsh 153, Sneddon C6l and Tranter [7]. 

In the present paper there are considered certain integral equations con- 
taining Legendre functions with a complex index (conical functions) and also 
equations which contain trigonometric functions.. It seems to the author 
that such dual equations are being considered for the first time here. 

The solutions of these equations are obtained formally by a single method 
presented in the work f 83 . It is proved that the obtained solution is valild 
for one type of equations; but a similar proof can be’given for the remain- 
ing equations. A problem in elasticity theory is treated as a practical 
example. 

The following formulas will be used in the solution of the considered 
dual Integral equations. 

The integral representation of Legendre’s function with a complex Index 
c91 1s 

P_,,,+i+ (coshC2) = c cotb Jlt f Tin -C ’ ds 
cash s -cash Cc 

(0.0 

The Mehler-Fock [lo] transform Is given by 
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f (‘) = ~ g (‘) P_,,* /i T (O’ha) dz 
b 

(O<a<M 

g (t) = ttanhnt \ f (a) P_,l,+iT @ha) sinhx dr. (r,,O) 

The solution of 

f (4 = 

0 

Abel’s integral equations are 

x .7 

U (2) = -- 

b b 

U(Z)‘- -- sin p*n: d 

s 

f (4 dx 
x dz z (x - 41-p 

(04 

(0.3) 

We shall also use the values of the integrals [ll] 

03 

c P_,,+&Osha) cos (zs) dz = 
[ 2 (coshff - coshs)]-li2 (0 < s < 4 

0 
;, 

(0 < a < s) 

(0.4) 
m 

c unh JITP_lj2+irbxh a) sin (7s) dt = 
(2 coshs -coshrX)] (0 < a < 4 

0 
Ci 

(0 < s < 4 

and equations 

(0.5) 

These last results can be obtained formally from (0.1) if one considers 
them as integral equations of the Abel t e and makes use of the solutions 
(0.3); or one may derive them from (0.4 Y and (0.2). 

Some of the Integrals of (0.5) may possibly diverge, but formally one may 
use them for a quick derivation of general solutions of the dual integral 
equations considered here. 

1. We consider the dual integral equations 

r f (t) P-l/,+iT (WShU) dz - F: (X) (0 < a < a) 

(1.1) 
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Letusmultiplythe.first one of these equations by sinha (co&is- cfxh a,-*, 

Integrate the result with respect to o, from 0 to 8 , 8t-d differentlate 

the obtained equation with respect to s . The second equation of (1.1) we 

multiply by sinha (cosha - coshs)-3 and Integrate with respect to a 

from 8 (8 > Q) t0 m . Then, in view of (0.5), the system (1.1) can be 

reduced to the form 

where 

Making use of the Inversion formula for the cosine Fourier transform, we 

obtain from (1.2) 

&- f ('C) Y j c' (0, s) cos zsds + y H (s, co) cos zs ds - 
(1.4 

0 a 

One can prove that if the integrals in (1.4) exist, then the solution of 

the dual integral equations (1.1) can be expressed by means of Formula (1.4). 

Let us evaluate the first one of the integrals (1.1) In the region 

(a < o < m). Substituting the value of f(7) from (1.4) into this integral, 

and taking into account (0.4), we obtain 

Let us denote the value of the second integral of the system (1.1) in the 

region (O< a< U) by V(a) . Then 

V(a) = f Tt*tnhftTf (2) P-~/a+i~ (COShU) dT (0 d u < a) (1.6) 
0 

From the second equation of (1.1) and from (1.6) it follows, in view of 

(0.2), that 

f (z) = jV @)P_ lA+iT (mshU) siha ICE $-- y h (CZ) P_l,,+gt (eosbu) ahada (1.7) 

Let us subseitute j'(7) from f1.7) Into the first equation of (1.1). 

After some transformations we obtain Abel's equation 
a 

for the detertiation of I&) . The solutions of (1.8) and (0.3) yield 

(1.0) 
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20 Next, we consider the dual Integral equations 

9 Tf (T) P-l/,+i, (c-ha) dT = g (a) (0 < a < a) 
il 

c tati n~f (T) P_*/,+i, (conha) dr = h (a) (a<a<=) (2.1) 
h 

In a manner analogous to the one of Section 1 we obtain for f(7) of the 

system (2.1) the expression 

-&-f(~) ={G(O,s)Sinrsds-1 
. 

0 a 
For the first Integral of the system (2.1) 

and for the second Integral In the reglor (0 

H' (s, cm) sin zsds (2.2; 

lnthereglon (s<a<w), 

C a < a), we obtain, respec- 

tively: 
00 

’ - x rinh z 
a 

rf (T) p_li,+i, (cash 2) dT = -& \ ’ (O’ “‘Z!LC$C’ siti s ds 
; l/coshz -coshs 

(2.3) 
0 

3. Let us consider the dual Integral equations 

\ zkf (T) sin rsdz = g (s) (0 < s < a) 
b 

(k = rt 1) (3.1) 

s ’ coth nTf (‘C) Sin TSd’C = h (S) (a<s<m) 
0 

which contain trldonometrlc functions. 

We differentiate, with respect to s , the first equation (3.1) when 

k=-1; when k = + 1 we integrate this equation with respect to s 

from 0 to s 

Let us Introduce the function 

.g, (s) = g’ (S) for k= _ I, gl(s) =-i g (s) ds + C for k=+ I (3.2) 
0 

Equations (3.1) can be written in the form 

T f (z) cos zsdz = g, (s) (0 d s < a) 

co 

s coth ntf (T) sin ~sdz = lz (s) (a<s<w) (3.3) 
0 

Let is multiply the first equation of (3.3) by fif’(cosha- coshs )-* 



and integrate it with respect to s from 0 to Q . The second equation 
of (x.3) we multiply by ,/?n-’ (coshs _ cosh& and integrate with respect 

to s from a to m l Using the formufras for the integral representation 

af the conical functions ‘(O*l)j we can reduce the Bystem (3.3) to the form 

Substituting J(T) from (3.6) Into (3.1) and taking into consideration 

(0,4), we can derive expressions for the integrals 

When It = * 1 , the solution of the systCm (3.1) is given by the formula 

(J,6f, and It can be expressed by means of a constant C which 2s given by 

as can easily be verified, 

SubsLituting J(T) f&X?! (3.61 into (3.8) and solving the obtained relatSon 

for c , we obtain its value. 

4. fn an anaZogous mmer, the solution of the dual. integral equations 

can be obtained In the form f3.6) and {3.5), where 
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h (s) = - !I’ (s) for k = - 1 
co 

h (s) = - 
s h,(s) &J + C, for k = + i 

8 

The integrals which appear in (4.1) become 

The unknown constant C, is determined In the same way as C is 

mined In Section 3. 

5. All solutions of the dual integral equations considered here 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

deter- 

are 
obtained in a formal way. We shall now 

P 
rove the correctness of these solu- 

tions. First we consider Equations (1.1 , 
h(a) = 0 . 

where for the sake of simplicity 
we take 

We seek solutions of these equations in the form 
a a 

v (4 = 
s 
G (s) sin T'S ds = - z 

s 
G1 (s) cos zs ds (5.1; 

where 
cl 0 

G,~(s) = - j G (s) ds, G1’ (s) = G (s) (5.2) 

Let us express the integrals which ap ear in (1.1) in terms 01 the func- 
tions G(e) or G1 (s). From (5.1) and 7 0.4) we obtain 

co 

where 

J (a, a) = a s G (s) ds 

pT 1/2+s& -c&ha) ’ 

n 

J, (a, a) = s G (4 ds 
n ~/2@hu -c&hs) 

(5.5) 

From (5.3) It follows that the second equation of (1.1 with h(c) = 0 
Is satisfied identically,' and from the first equation of i.1) and from (5.4) 
it follows that the function Gl(s) must satisfy Abel's Integral equation 

J, (a, c) = - g (3) 

the solution of which has the form 

It Is easy to see that Formulas (5.1) to (5.7) coincide with Formulas 
(1.3) to (1.5) and (1.9) when h(a) = 0 . When h(c) # 0 the correctness 
of these formulas and of the remaining solutions of the dual integral equa- 
tions can be verified In a similar way. 
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6, In the process of solving problems of the theory of elasticity in 

toroldal coordinates,one encounters dual Integral equations of the following 

type: m 

s 
f (4 [I + N (41 2Qa+ir (i-u) dz = g (a) @da<4 

0 

1 z’-Itzf (z) P-y,+*, (-w) czz = 0 
(6.1) 

@<a<001 

0 

03 

s zf (z) P-I,,+c+ (==Mz) dz = 0 (0 < a < a) 
0 

.fuW (4 II -I- N (z)J P+,+i+ (C-W) dz = g (a) 
(6.2) 

(a<a<OQ) 
0 

Here the function ~(7.) is assumed to be absolutely Integrable. 

We will express the solution of the dual equation (6.1) In the form (5.1) 

and (5.2). Then, in vi&w of (5.3), the second equation of (6.1) will be 

satisfied Identically. Using Formulas (O.l), (0.4) and (5.1), we obtain for 

the first integral of (6.1) the expression 

- 7 f (r) [i + A’ (z)l P-v,+is (eoshu) dr = 

0 (6.3) 

where 

From the first 

integral equation 
bT 

K (5, s) = J N (z) cos zs cos ZJ; dz (6.4) 

0 

equation of (6.1), from (6.3) and (5.5) we obtain Abel's 

I s + ci K (z, s) G1 (s) ds] = -g(a) 

0 

From this and from (0.3) one obtains, for the determunation of the unlcnown 

function ffI (x) , the Fredholm Integral equation of the second kind, 

the kernel of which Is a continuous symmetric function of its arguments. It 

Is easy to show that the number 2/rr Is not a characteristic value of the 

kernel (6.4) . 

If the solution of the dual equations (6.2) Is sought In the form 

W-9 

of (r) = 3 H (s) cos zs ds = z 3 HI (s) sin zs ds, IsI (s) = y$ (s) ds 

a a a 
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then the following Integral equation for H,(s)ls found In an analogous manner 

co 

HI (4 + ; i K, (2, s) H, (s) ds = - 9.g \ g (a)sinwda 

z I/cash a -wshx 
(6.7) 

a 
Here 

K, (Z, 8) = TN (Z) sin zz sin zsch (6.8) 
0 

7. As an example, let us consider the torsion problem of a sperlcal seg- 
ment when the torsion 1s caused by rotating a small circular disk fastened 
rigidly at the center of the flat part of the bounding plane. 
part of the surface Is fixed (F1g.I). 

The spherical 

The remaining part of the flat boundary of the spherical segment Is Con- 
sidered free of any external loading, for slmpllclty sake. 

In toroldal coordinates (c,S,cp) (*) 

c sin p 
’ =cosha + cos p (c > 0) (7.1) 

the given problem can be reduced to the Integration of the Mlchel's equation 

av av 3 (co& cos p 4 1) a?# 3sinp a$ 
8%' + apz +Sinh Ci (C&X $ COS 8) as +coshC1 + CoS p 

-_=O 
ap (7.2) 

under the following boundary conditions (K 
disk) 

Is the angle of rotation of the 

u (6 0) = xr (O< c<a), ZjlF (a, 0) = 0 (0 <a< cc), ~(a, PI)= 0 (O<a<c~) (7.3) 

The stresses r,, and rpQ and the displacements IJ are expressed In 
terms of the displacement function yr (o,fi) by means of Formulas 

z ap=Gsinha g, rpv= G'sinhy $ csinhu 

’ =coshu + cos p y (1, P) (7.41 

We look for a solution of Equation (7.2) In the form of an integral of 
the type 

where p1 -'/*tit (cash a) Is an associated Legendre function. 

If one selects (7.5), the last condition of 
(7.3) Is satisfied Identically. By making use 
of the first two conditions of (7.3) for the 
determination of the unknown function ~(7) 
which appears In (7.5), we obtain the dual 
Integral equations 
co 

I (z)t+xzt+W’~,,,z+is (==‘4 dT = 

xsinhu 

(c&x+ I)*‘2 

0 

(0 < CY < a) (7.6) 

Fig. 1 With the aid of the results of Section 6 and 

*) The coordinates are described In detail in the book of Ufland [12]. 
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Formula [12], 

the solution of the dual integral equations (7.6) can be reduced to the 
determination of the function O,(X) from the,Fredholm Integral equation of 
the second kind with a symmetric kernel 

where 

G (4 - ” f K (x, s) Gl (s) ds = - ;coah~ [g (0) + “jdf 
1 

(7.7) 
0 

03 

K(x, s) = 

s 

ash (n - PI) 

cab n+sb3,z 
cos zs cos zx dr 

0 

(7.8) 

When S,= +n (the case of a hemisphere), and when S, = n (the case of a 
halfspace) the kernel of the Integral equation (7.7) takes on the following 
forms, respectively, 

'co~h'/~ ~wshl/~s 
K (x, s)= wshx +coshs 

K (x9 4 = *+[&hl;2ifid ; x) 

2 

+dl,gs (s- x)] 1 

The unknown const.ant 8(O), which enters Into (7.7), will be determined 
from the condition of boundedness of the sum of shear stresses '$ov which 
act below the circular disk, 1.e by the same method by which the constant 
0, was determined in the paper [13]. 
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